Virtual Geocache

Steps:

1. Use Google Maps feature on Google
2. To walk around toggle the stick person on right of the screen and drop them were you want to investigate
3. Press the arrow directional signs on map to walk around
4. Use the zoom feature on street view to get a closer look
5. Make sure you are on street view option

Geocache #1

“Your Big Green Monster Doesn’t Scare Me”

The map coordinates will drop you off at Gate D to buy your tickets to this much sought after venue, 42.3455796 -71.0982331. Walk along the perimeter as you search for a large sign in the shape of a downward pointing arrow. Enter that location and look around.

Questions for proof:

1. What Kind of Sandwich are they offering?
2. How much money do the pretzels cost?

Geocache #2

“Summer Camp Fun”

The map coordinates will drop you off at Schmon Tower where you will see some of our campers en route. 43.1182654 - 79.2491484. Walk along the University Rd. E and head to the back of campus by the Niagara Escarpment. Look for the group of Youth University campers playing a circle game in a courtyard of grass.
Questions for proof:
1. What Stairwell are they near?
2. How many people are standing up?
3. What is the colour of the camp shirt of the camper behind the tree?

Geocache #3

“World Wonder”

The map coordinates will drop you off at one of the world wonders. 43.0811149 - 79.0782984. As you take in the sights head towards all the fun activities at Clifton Hill. Hint walk towards the Skywheel in the sky.

Questions for proof:
1. How many stitches does Frankenstein have?
2. What is the phone number of the taxi hanging in the air on the building?
3. How many eggs are under the T-Rex?